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Connected products and applications increasingly leverage users’ personal data in their core functions. Designing privacy-sensitive
interfaces for such data-related applications is a delicate craft. There is often tension between designers and changing user perceptions
of privacy, data monetization, legal requirements, and organizational power structures, often resulting in designer complicity in privacy
violations. This work examines the process of designing privacy-oriented interfaces in terms of compliance, ethics, and creativity, and
specifically how designers weigh competing interests in resolving an ethical conflict. We study this through a speculative enactment,
ChoiceBox, in which 33 design students and professional designers explore UX design through a privacy lens with a series of fictional
clients. The resulting interviews and wireframes are analyzed for Privacy UX insights. The results show a limited awareness of how legal
principles affect design practice, and how some designers easily violated boundaries in terms of ethics—even their own. We show how
designers are not immune to enacting and rationalizing dark patterns of Privacy UX, and how speculative enactments can be a tool to
foreground crucial issues of friction and ambiguity regarding end-user privacy and data protection in design education and practice.
Keywords – Privacy UX, User Interfaces, Privacy by Design, Privacy Paradox, Speculative Enactments, UX Ethics and Law.
Relevance to Design Practice – The intersection of service design and end-user data is fraught with dark patterns and data protection
issues. We showcase ChoiceBox, a speculative enactment to help designers assess and incorporate Privacy UX more critically into their
practices, which involves new strategies and an awareness of how to deal with the tension between end-user data protection rights and
business interests.
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Introduction

updates an earlier set of regulations on personal data processing
to match the border-agnostic nature of data in the modern age
(Peterson et al., 2011), shifting the focus from where the data
processing occurs to where the subject is located. The GDPR
frames data protection from a legal perspective, formally
mandating the practice of Privacy by Design, a concept that was
popularized by Langheinrich in 2001, in the context of ubiquitous
computing (Langheinrich, 2001), though its history may be traced
to an earlier workshop in 2000 (see http://www.cfp2000.org/).
Langheinrich developed six principles guiding systems design,
based on legal principles: notice, choice and consent, proximity
and locality, anonymity and pseudonymity, security and access,
and recourse. These are primary principles in the GDPR as well.
Moreover, the legal requirements for these principles have been
operationalized in the form of GDPR consent notices, in which
users are presented with explicit choices regarding their privacy
when accessing a website (Degeling et al., 2019). Research has
found that these screens paradoxically limit user choice by virtue

Companies deal with increasing personal data, and they are
handling it poorly (Davies, 2015; Electronic Privacy Information
Center, 2018; Newman, 2018). Every new data scandal erodes
some of the trust in technology (Populus & Ipsos MORI, 2017),
and designers shaping interfaces to privacy-sensitive data or
functionality are at risk of, amongst other things, desensitizing
their users (Utz et al., 2019; Villebro et al., 2018), or worse,
conditioning them to accept a “new normal” (Brunton &
Nissenbaum, 2019; Hoffmann et al., 2016) in terms of online
privacy. While new legislation (such as the EU GDPR or US
CCPA) offers promise in ameliorating online privacy, design
practice frequently fails to account for recent developments
in public policy. At the same time, there is a need to recognize
that addressing privacy is not only synonymous with solving
surveillance problems (Zuboff, 2015), compliance problems
(Mohan et al., 2019; Nouwens et al., 2020) or security problems
(Boniface et al., 2019), but it is also a means of establishing
privacy as a fundamental human right (Council Of Europe, 1950;
Kirkham, 2020; UN General Assembly, 1948).
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of their particular design, and through the employment of nudging
tactics that steer users towards a choice that is beneficial to the
website operator (Utz et al., 2019).
The inclusion of Privacy by Design could be seen as an
attempt by law-making bodies to cement the law in practice (i.e. for
designers), however, this inclusion can be described as contentious
(Koops & Leenes, 2014; I. Rubinstein & Good, 2013; I. S.
Rubinstein, 2011; Spiekermann, 2012). Among oft-heard criticism
of the GDPR by engineering, design, and law scholars alike is a lack
of definition of practical requirements (Koops & Leenes, 2014; I.
Rubinstein & Good, 2013) and a lack of inclusion of end-user goals
(Ayalon & Toch, 2019; Information Commissioner’s Office, 2014).
Moreover, Terpstra et al. (2019) argue that the focus on notice and
consent prohibits user reflection and the informed decision making
on which these principles are based.

benefits offered by modern web services. Given this shift, it is not
unreasonable to suggest that the systems themselves are involved in
the problem, potentially implicating interfaces and their designers.

Dark Patterns
A second related phenomenon is the growing use of dark patterns,
i.e., user experience (UX) design patterns that trick users into
doing things they did not intend to do (Brignull, 2011). While
dark patterns can be seen in design traditions of persuasive design
(Fogg, 2009) and behavior change theories such as nudging
(Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), their outcomes negatively impact
citizens. Dark patterns are seen as related to the privacy paradox.
Given that there is an abundance of literature (Graßl et al., 2021;
Terpstra et al., 2019; Wong & Mulligan, 2019) on the topic of
responsibly designing interfaces, why is the current state of online
privacy standards so underwhelming (Utz et al., 2019)?
And yet, attributing the problems to corporate decision
making and poor end-user awareness alone does not do justice to
the role that design plays—in both its potential for negative and
positive effects. In the EU, the poor state of data protection has
led to a regulatory countermovement in the form of the General
Data Protection Regulation. Since its introduction, its focus on
transparency, control, and consent has been steadily changing the
Privacy UX landscape through major court decisions, for instance,
ruling that “Silence, pre-ticked boxes, or inactivity should not
therefore constitute consent” (VZBV v. Planet49, 2019). More
court rulings and resulting fines that further define the landscape
are still expected (Hill, 2019).

Privacy Paradox
An important phenomenon in the context of online privacy is the
privacy paradox (Norberg et al., 2007), which entails how stated user
preferences towards privacy contrast with users’ actual behavior,
and has been studied since the popular emergence of the internet
(B. Brown, 2001). With internet usage growing exponentially
in terms of intensity (International Telecommunication Union,
2019), complexity (e.g. personalization (Moon, 2000; Postma
& Brokke, 2002), and its impact on daily life (McMillan &
Morrison, 2006)), the definition has been broadened to include
the disconnect between user privacy preferences and behavior
(Norberg et al., 2007).
Despite extensive research, there is no clear evidence as to
why the privacy paradox (still) exists (Barth & de Jong, 2017).
Barth & de Jong reveal that despite extensive prior research, the
existing theories are too simplistic to cover the complex cognitive
processes of decision-making in regard to privacy, preventing a
unifying theory from being established. Moreover, as most studies
have been based on self-reported behavior, there is a need for
further investigations where actual user behavior is studied.
Regardless of the potential cognitive reasons for the privacy
paradox, it is apparently easier—at a basic level—to stretch
one’s personal boundaries in terms of privacy than forego the

Privacy UX
It is arguable that HCI forms a perfect backdrop for solving
exactly these issues, because of its rich user-centered history
(Cooley, 2000), its nature in questioning human values in the
practice (Bannon, 1995; Borning & Muller, 2012; Kirkham, 2020;
Shilton, 2013), as well as its tradition of tackling wicked problems
(Buchanan, 1992). Additionally, HCI has a storied tradition of
design ethics (Albrechtslund, 2007; Cummings, 2006; Salvo,
2001; van den Hoven, 2007; Verbeek, 2006), with some mentions
of privacy and ethics as intricately connected (Munteanu et al.,
2015; Reynolds & Picard, 2004). However, addressing the ethics
in the practice of UX is a recent phenomenon, for instance, as
seen in dark patterns. Gray et al. build upon this work by also
describing properties of the ‘asshole designer’ responsible for
creating dark patterns (Gray et al., 2020). More specifically,
Gray and Chivukula address the need for ethical mediation in
UX practice through group interviews with practitioners. They
propose a framework for categorizing and addressing Ethical
Design Complexity through the lens of the individual designer’s
practices, organizational practices, and applied ethics (Gray &
Chivukula, 2019).
In this research, we respond to a particular cue by Wong
and Mulligan, which calls for the inclusion of design criteria
and designers in the practice of Privacy by Design (2019). They
argue that current HCI work is much too partial to address and
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solve privacy problems, and offers inadequate support. Rather,
they would prefer to see more critical approaches to privacy,
by “encouraging more holistic reflections and discussions by
explicitly drawing connections among privacy’s social, legal, and
technical aspects” (Wong & Mulligan, 2019, p. 13).
Since (interaction) design programs educate new
generations of UX designers on how to implement privacy
protections in their future design practice, the field has a vital
influence on the future implementation of interfaces for any dataprocessing system. However, practices at the intersection of User
Experience Design and privacy are under-explored and an issue
of ongoing design research (Gray et al., 2018; Nouwens et al.,
2020; Yao et al., 2019). We particularly see such issues emerge
in the case of consent banners (Gray, Santos, et al., 2021), and a
growing tendency to identify such forms of manipulative UX dark
or evil (Graßl et al., 2021; Gray, Chivukula, et al., 2021). Given
the state of UX in connection with dark patterns and nudging, one
might argue that UX is often geared against privacy protection
in practice, despite UX definitions and pretensions. A clear
definition of Privacy UX has not yet emerged, as most available
resources refer to addressing the legal issues raised by privacy
law. To contrast this, and to provide a working definition in this
article, we refer to the attitudes and design patterns required for
designing privacy-friendly interfaces and artefacts such as Privacy
UX. Legislation is an explicit and enforceable aspect of Privacy
UX, with legislation providing ground rules for the practice, while
raising the bar from voluntary, unilateral attempts at compliance.
This research aims to explore, evaluate, and reflect upon
the process of designing user interfaces in the context of GDPR
consent notices, a common frustration for end-users (Obar
& Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2018). In the remainder of this paper, we
study this through speculative enactments involving 33 design
(under)graduate students, PhD students, and practitioners. After
presenting the study and its findings, we interpret the results,
discuss limitations, and conclude with an outlook on future work
and design recommendations for Privacy UX.

possible future (Elsden et al., 2017; Kozubaev et al., 2020), not
dissimilar to provotypes (Boer & Donovan, 2012). They spring
from a design fiction (Sterling, 2009) background, and have been
argued to help participants critically address possible futures
through playful speculation. It is precisely this detachment from
current reality that is necessary to shift participants’ designs from
the viable to the possible—and beyond. Meanwhile, this outside
perspective on the problem allows for an easier transition into
institutional reflection, a necessity when treating privacy in HCI
as per Wong et al. In a related vein, Gaver et al. (2003) argue
expressly for the inclusion of ambiguity in specific designs that
raise topics and ask questions without dictating answers.
The guidelines and prerequisites set by Elsden et al.
were employed to generate the materials and circumstances of a
speculative enactment. Firstly, the context of privacy necessitated
a design activity in which value conflicts would be present: a
user interface design. By scoping this design to GDPR Consent
Notices, conflicts are explicitly brought to the forefront. While
designing these notices is not necessarily an everyday task, it is
plausibly a part of a UX Designer’s daily work. Moreover, by
focusing on a creative activity, the enactment allows participants
to follow existing routines, as well as allowing them to explore
real-world consequences.
Ethical mediators were also included in the design of
the exercise; these are described by Gray and Chivukula as the
“relationship of the designer to knowledge and work practices”
(2019, p. 9). Given the role of ethics in Privacy UX, Gray and
Chivukula elaborate on the necessity of studying organizational
practices, individual practices, and applied ethics as key factors
in understanding the ethical mediation that forms the basis of a
design. Thus, we recognize not only individual ethics, but also
influences from the environment, in the form of colleagues and
organizations, whether they be negative or positive. These factors
had to be explicitly represented in the scenario.
Finally, the speculative approach comes to life through
three elements: (1) a roleplay in which participants assume a
Junior UX Designer position in the fictional WOWH Design
Agency; (2) a set of clients for this agency, each requiring a
GDPR Consent Notice to be designed by the participant; (3)
the ChoiceBox device, a data management device that acts as a
canvas for GDPR Consent Notices.
In this section, these three elements, their relation to
each other, and their intentions are discussed in detail. Together,
they form the ChoiceBox speculative enactment, or in short:
ChoiceBox. With ChoiceBox, we explore how the notion of user
ownership of data affects the user experience of privacy, while
also considering the complex power dynamics that are a part of
the Privacy UX process. The ChoiceBox speculative enactment is
fully fictional and exists only as digital sketches.

Speculative Enactments
with ChoiceBox
In order to further investigate the noted issues on Privacy UX, we
require a canvas we can use to explore the responsibilities and
issues associated with it. We have chosen to create a speculative
enactment (Elsden et al., 2017) to allow for reflection upon these
issues in an open-ended, collaborative manner, and perhaps to
even come to an understanding of the solution space. As noted by
Kozubaev et al:
As HCI takes on pressing societal challenges, design futuring
has an important role to play in troubling dominant techno-logics
and imagining critical alternatives; a role that must necessarily be
reflective” (2020, p. 10).

Employment by WOWH
As part of the scenario, participants find themselves employed by
the WOWH Design Agency, a fictional UX design consultancy. They
are employed as Junior UX Designers on a team with two Senior
UX Designers, all reporting to the Product Owner: Oscar Meyernie.

Speculative enactments are described by Elsden et al. as a
research approach in which participants are placed in a speculative
environment or scenario, and are then urged to think about a
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The purpose of the fictional employment is to situate
the participant in a working environment with professional
responsibilities. The participant’s chief responsibility is performing
the work that is asked of them. The choices a participant makes are
framed in a deliberately messy context of applied ethics, politics,
and conflicting business and personal values, in order to elucidate
the daily problems a designer might run into when dealing with
consent and GDPR in UX Design. The context of the design
agency is similar to Bear & Co, in which conflicting values were
likewise simulated (Berner et al., 2019).

details. Furthermore, the ChoiceBox device helped participants
to make sense of the assignment from a design perspective. It was
designed with the intent to provide a means for reaching deeper
questions more easily.
The ChoiceBox device is a fictional hardware appliance
that stores personal data in the comfort of a consumer’s own
home. It functions as the diegetic prototype (Elsden et al., 2017,
p. 5293) in the speculative enactment. As detailed in Figure 1,
the ChoiceBox device is a square box that features four buttons
as well as an indicator in the form of an LED-strip running along
the top edge around the sides. In the same vein as the Solid POD
(Mansour et al., 2016; Solid Project, 2020), it provides localized
data storage to establish metaphorical data ownership and it fully
mediates personal data exchange to establish trust. The indicator
and buttons were added to establish a semblance of an actual
product, but their functions were not elaborated on during the
study. During the research, the ChoiceBox device was presented
as the digital sketch seen in Figure 1.
User consent and choices are handled through a mobile
companion application that is bundled with the ChoiceBox
device. Third party applications can request access to a user’s data
through this application (see Figure 2). The mobile application
presents these requests to the user on a screen, and designing this
screen is the assignment given to the participants. Although some
information about the mobile application is provided (such as the
logo, the user objective, and displayed data), the application itself
is a deliberate blank slate for participants.
The conceptual ChoiceBox product, device, and mobile app
were framed and introduced as a neutral platform that exclusively
facilitates data access requests through its UI, without judging or

Clients
A design activity necessitates some form of assignment that
requires design. In the case of WOWH, this comes in the form of a
set of fictional clients: Planarr, Budget.me, and Jobby. All clients
are start-ups, heavily invested in data, complete with business
models, logos, and backstories. As part of their respective
launches, these clients require screens in which consumers
consent to share the data that is used by the applications. The
client scenarios, including their collected data types, have been
summarized in Table 1.

ChoiceBox Device
Note: ChoiceBox is used interchangeably to refer to the fictional device (as
is described in this subsection) as well as the entirety of the speculative
enactment (as is described in the overarching section).

In order to create a canvas which the participants could design
against, the ChoiceBox device was conceptualized. This helped set
design constraints and prevent discussions on implementation

Table 1. Overview of client scenarios, split by business description, background and data types processed.
Client

Description

Social meeting planner

Automatic personal budgeting, notifications
and insights

AI-powered job placement

Background

Sensitivity of planned events; General
visitor and click tracking issues a

Anonymity and privacy of financial data;
Implications of standardized access to
finances b

Algorithmic bias c; Legality of personal
information in context of job searches d

Data processed

• Name
• Email-address
• Contact list (i.e. names and e-mail
addresses of others)

• IP address

• Name
• E-mail address
• IP address
• Bank account numbers
• Past transactions
• Future transactions

• Name
• E-mail address
• IP address
• Employment history
• Previous job applications
• Income history
• Birth date
• Sex e
• Marital status
• Diplomas and grades for education and/
or vocational training

• Union membership status e
• Religious affinity e
Notes: a. Manjoo, 2019
b. European Commission, 2019; Haupert & Gabert, 2019; Noctor, 2018; Privacy First, 2019
c. Chen et al., 2019; Hajian et al., 2016; Obermeyer & Mullainathan, 2019
d. Vickers, 2007
e. Generally unlawful to process under the GDPR or other European laws
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Figure 1. Design impression of the fictional ChoiceBox.

User signs up for
first party app

User is redirected to
ChoiceBox App

User gives consent
for data

User is redirected back
to first party app

User sign up
succeeds

Figure 2. The presented flow between ChoiceBox and a WOWH client application.

manipulating the data that is requested by third-party applications.
Because of this, the organization behind the ChoiceBox was
described as a neutral non-profit, funded by grants and donations.
The ChoiceBox concept finds inspiration in HCI work investigating
the implications of decentralization (Guy, 2017; Oppl & Stary,
2019; Troncoso et al., 2017), e.g. Safebook (L. Cutillo et al., 2009;
L. A. Cutillo et al., 2010) and Databox (Mortier et al., 2016). In
the context of applying speculative artefacts in design research,
ChoiceBox finds inspiration in design fiction probes, specifically
Hawkeye (Noortman et al., 2019), although no physical artefact
was created in this study.

a final discussion on more general topics involving privacy, the
GDPR, ethics, tools, and designers’ responsibilities. The process
is summarized as Figure 3.

Participants
The study was conducted in nine design sessions, each with 3-5
designers (see Table 2). The general inclusion criterion was to have
a creative disposition in a design-related field. While consideration
was given to including end-users as participants for the study,
the commonality of consent notices (which was confirmed by all
participants) made all design participants equally knowledgeable
as end-users. The participants consisted of 12 BSc students, 13
MSc students, 5 PhD students, and 3 professional practitioners,
all affiliated with Eindhoven University of Technology in the
Netherlands. Participants were recruited via word-of-mouth and
were not compensated for their participation. The participants
were segmented into groups of (under)graduate students, PhD
students, and professional practitioners, in order to study whether
participant expertise and skill was a contributing factor in designing

Method
In the study, groups of participants took part in a design session
according to the ChoiceBox speculative enactment (see previous
section). In these sessions, participants sketched three wireframes
for three respective clients of the fictional WOWH design agency.
After each design iteration, participants discussed their choices in
the context of privacy and the GDPR. The session concluded with
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5 minutes
Group

20 minutes per loop

20 minutes
Group

repeated 3 times

General
Introduction

General
Discussion

Design Loop

Explain set-up WOWH, ChoiceBox
and wireframing materials.

Semi-structured
plenary discussion on
themes: responsibility,
ethics, GDPR, tools
and knowledge

Plenary Q&A.

5 minutes
Group

8 minutes
Individual

Client
Introduction

7 minutes
Group

Design
Review

Design

Introduce client and required
datatypes for client.

Individually create GDPR consent screen
wireframe for client using pen and paper

Plenary Q&A.

Figure 3. Schematic overview of how design sessions were conducted.

Plenary review of all
designs according to
themes: weighed interests,
presented information and
GDPR compliance

Table 2. Overview of design sessions that were conducted with participants, including participant backgrounds and
pseudonymous participant codes (drawn from Greek mythology).
Session #

Background

Participants

Participants’ Codes

1

BSc Students

3

Athena, Ananke, Dionysus

2

MSc Students

5

Thalassa, Uranus, Achlys, Thanatos, Phanes

3

BSc Students

3

Themis, Phoebe, Gaia

4

BSc Students

3

Thethys, Aion, Chronos

5

MSc Students

3

Tartarus, Aphrodite, Pontus

6

MSc Students

5

Poseidon, Hera, Chaos, Hyperion, Nemesis

7

PhD Students

5

Zeus, Erebus, Hephaestus, Demeter, Ares

8

BSc Students

3

Artemis, Hestia, Apollo

9

Professionals

3

Theia, Aether, Coeus

for privacy. Before starting a session, all participants signed an
informed consent form that detailed the requirements and contents
of the study. An ethical approval request for the study was submitted
to and approved by the institutional ethical review board.
The sessions were audio and video recorded. After the
sessions, the resulting designs were gathered and documented,
and the recorded audio and video were transcribed verbatim. The
sessions were conducted in English or Dutch, according to the
participant composition of a particular session.
According to the scenario, participants were employed
on a team of UX designers as part of WOWH, but there was
no assumption of different roles between participants. All
participants acted as “Junior UX Designers” according to their
assignment brief and executed the same brief simultaneously.

www.ijdesign.org

The discussions were not explicitly situated in the speculative
enactment, but rather took place outside it, as general inquiries
related to the study.

Creative Materials
In order to facilitate rapid iteration in the sessions, and so as to
be able to spend time equally on design and discussion activities,
additional materials were created for this study. Firstly, an
A3 paper template was created which featured the outline of a
smart phone screen and a background marker paper pattern.
This template was created with paper prototyping in mind, due
to its capability to generate quick and dirty, divergent designs
and accessibility (Sefelin et al., 2003). Participants used these
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templates to sketch the elements that are present in a user interface
(i.e. wireframing), rather than the exact aesthetics (D. M. Brown,
2010). Additionally, a UI stencil was provided with commonly
used UX design elements, inspired by the Apple Human Interface
Design guidelines (Apple, 2019) and others (such as https://
fontawesome.com/; UI Stencils, 2020), as seen in Figure 4.

Employment Details
You are employed by WOWH Studio, a design consultancy that is focused on building applications and platforms for its plethora of clients. It is headquartered in Eindhoven’s Strijp-T, a
former industrial area, repurposed as a business district. Your role within the company is that
of Junior UX Designer, a position that you have held since joing the company, three years ago.
You are situated in a team, with three other Senior UX Designers, and you report to the Product Owner, Oscar Meyernie.

Experiment Session

Wireframing

Each session lasted for approximately 90 minutes, and was divided
into three phases: introduction, design, and discussion. In order
to ensure consistency and minimize researcher influence on the
study, a protocol was drawn up with specific instructions for the
researcher. Besides addressing practical issues such as required
materials, spaces, and activities, it also included a minute-by-minute
timeline of events as they were to occur during the session. Lastly,
it included unambiguous instructions for conducting discussions,
detailing which prompts and questions were to be put forward.

In this position, you are responsible for making the designs
of web and mobile applications. you do this by first making
paper wireframes, and then visually designing and mocking
up the interactions, in e.g. Adobe XD.
For your current assignment, you are designing the privacy
interfaces for a number of clients. The first step in this is to
do the paper wireframes. The most important thing for paper
wireframes is to design the content, instead of the graphics.
Think of a wireframe as a blueprint for an UI Design. For instance, it is important to know where the buttons of your application are located, and what text is on the buttons, but the
color and shape of the buttons are unspecified.
Example of a Paper Wireframe
Design by Samuel Adaramola

Introduction Phase
During the introduction phase, participants were presented with
ChoiceBox and their employment with WOWH (see Figure 5).
The researcher answered any remaining questions, for which most
answers could be found in the existing briefs.

\\WOWH

Design Phase

ChoiceBox

Figure 5. Sheet detailing participants’ employment with WOWH.

Afterwards, the first client and their specific data requirements
were introduced through a client scenario brief. The requirements
were to be implemented using fictional web applications which
required access to specific data points that would be available from
an end-user’s ChoiceBox. The client scenarios were communicated
through a data specification A4 sheet (e.g. see Figure 6). Any
questions about the client scenarios were answered, after which
participants spent 7-8 minutes designing a screen for a given client
scenario, using a provided sheet, color pens, the stencil for common
UX elements (see Figure 4), and a booklet containing GDPR
guidelines, made by the UK’s Data and Marketing Association
(Data & Marketing Association, 2017). The stencil and GDPR
booklet were added after a pilot study, in which time spent on
getting designs right and speculating on the GDPR prevented
in-depth discussions on the designs and their implications.

Jobby Specification
Jobby is a job placement site, which is designed to make finding your new job easy as pie. We
do this by creating a detailed profile of you. Our algorithm extracts skills, knowledge and other
parameters set by employer to match you with your dream job. Instead of writing cover letters
and applications, Jobby will match you to your perfect job and starts a personal trajectory with
this company. There, you’ll get an interview in the same week. We focus explicitly on making
sure you find a workplace that suits you in combination with your dream job. With our extensive
database of jobs, we have the job that matches your personal situation perfectly!
The process is free for applicants, and is paid for by the companies who are filling a position.
We need to have access to as much data as is available, to make sure that our algorithm can
find a perfect match.

Data Needed
◦

Name

◦

Marital status

◦

E-mail address

◦

Diplomas and grades for

◦

IP Address

◦

High school

◦

Employment history

◦

Higher education

◦

Previous job applications

◦

Vocational Education

◦

Income history

◦

Training

◦

Birth date

◦

Union membership status

◦

Sex

◦

Religious affinity

jobby

ChoiceBox

the job-finding robot

Figure 4. The UX stencil and design sheet shown in use.
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Afterwards, the participants presented their designs to the
group, and annotated the user interactions. Lastly, the participants
were encouraged by the researcher to discuss the user-centeredness,
information presence, and GDPR-compliance of their designs.
Additionally, perceived invasiveness and legality were discussed in
the latter two client scenarios (Budget.me and Jobby).
This loop of introduction, design, and review was repeated
three times, for each of the three scenarios. The scenarios gradually
increased in data complexity and amounts, as the applications
were scripted to operate closer to the limits of what is permitted
by national and European law.

the output of their design process was. After this, the discussions
are analyzed for themes by means of reflexive thematic analysis
(Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2019) in order to establish the underlying
cognitive processes and choices.

Design Analysis
All 99 designs were analyzed and coded by the researchers in
three phases. Firstly, all chosen UI elements and interactions
were documented and coded according to various categories: UI
elements, interaction, inclusion of ChoiceBox technology, and a
meta/miscellaneous category for codes that fit multiple categories
(or no categories at all). The first set of codes was developed
following a familiarization pass of the generated designs, after
which a set of themes was established. Additional codes were
then added to the themes during the coding process as necessary.
The coding proceeded in further iterations until all artefacts were
judged against the same set of codes. The final set was visualized
and reviewed by another researcher.
Secondly, all designs were subjected to a qualitative
content analysis (Neuendorf, 2017) for compliance issues, using
guidelines described by Nouwens et al. (2020). Lastly, both
aforementioned phases informed a similar analysis for dark
patterns in the designs, using the guidelines put forth by Gray et al.
(2018). While most patterns were clearly worded and identifiable
thanks to both excellent guidelines (e.g. preselection, not all data
processors listed), others were much more ambiguous (e.g. toying
with emotion, or “sharing more information about yourself than
you really intended to” (Gray et al., 2018, p. 4)). To combat this,
we established particular tells (such as not mentioning third parties
for listing all data processors, or opt-out interfaces for privacy
zuckering). These tells were based on examples provided in both
guidelines, as well as our earlier codes. However, this analysis
remains imperfect, as not all scenarios include the possibility
for infraction (e.g. listing all data processors in Jobby), and thus
we could not account for progressive insights in the duration
of the session during the analysis. Furthermore, the consulted
frameworks contained a limited sample of examples and are thus
by no means an exhaustive means to identify compliance issues
and dark patterns, especially if the participants contrived novel
patterns of their own accord.

Discussion Phase
At the end of the session, the larger implications of the work
the participants had done was discussed. Again, this discussion
was often initiated by participants according to their and others’
work. The discussions were conducted as semi-structured group
interviews. Additionally, the researcher posited the following set
of questions to the group (if these points had not already been
brought up by the participants):
• Should designers be the ones that make decisions like these
[ethical judgements on businesses]?
• Should designers be implicated in [the practice of] Privacy
by Design?
• What do designers need, in order to make better decisions in this
space [dealing with GDPR and making ethical judgements]?
• Do you consider yourself to be (professionally) privacyliterate in the legal sense?
• How do you balance commercial and ethical interests [as
a designer]?

Analysis
Through the collected designs and discussions, we explore
further how the designers in these sessions came to their designs
and conclusions. In analyzing the results from the sessions, the
designs and the discussions are treated separately. Firstly, the
designs are judged and analyzed on their qualities in relation to
privacy, the GDPR, and dark patterns, in order to establish what

Table 3. Prevalence of compliance issues and dark patterns in the 99 designs made by participants.

Compliance
Issues

Dark Patterns

www.ijdesign.org

Instance of compliance issue / dark pattern

Planarr

Budget.me

Not all data processors listed

27 (82%)

23 (70%)

0 (0%)

50 (51%)

Inclusion of contentious data

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

15 (46%)

15 (15%)

Involuntarily given or ambiguous consent

4 (12%)

4 (12%)

0 (0%)

8 (8%)

No purpose limitation

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (3%)

1 (1%)

Privacy Zuckering

27 (82%)

23 (70%)

1 (3%)

51(52%)

Preselection

4 (12%)

4 (12%)

0 (0%)

8 (8%)

Hidden Information

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (12%)

4 (4%)

Toying with emotion

1 (3%)

1 (3%)

0 (0%)

2 (2%)
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data processors, where the absence of notice of third-party
processing can be interpreted as a dark pattern of the forced
action category, which was present in 51 designs. The automation
of a user choice, for instance through pre-selection of a consent
checkbox, is established as a dark pattern of the interface
interference category, which was present in eight designs.
Thirdly, hidden information—options or actions relevant to
the user but not made immediately accessible—was found to
be present in four designs, but only in Jobby. This was linked
to grouped data types where particularly sensitive data types
were not immediately visible for the user. This is considered to
be a dark pattern of the interface interference category. Lastly,
two designs were found to be toying with emotion—evoking
emotion to persuade a user into a certain action. In this case,
participants used language such as “Hell Yeah” to indicate
one preferred option over another. This is considered to be a
dark pattern of the interface interference category, within the
aesthetic manipulation subcategory.

Compliance Issues
All designs were scrutinized according to GDPR compliance
and other compliance issues. Nouwens et al. define categories of
guidelines, particularly in the context of consent: (1) that consent
is freely given and unambiguous—implicit or opt-out consent
offers no legal basis for consent; (2) that consent is specific and
informed—“users must consent in relation to a particular and
specific purpose for processing data,” and also that consent is
invalid unless all processors are explicitly named—“having
to navigate further to third party websites to reject tracking is
non-compliant”; and (3) that data protection is efficient and
timely (2020, p. 2). More specific guidelines were included (on
e.g. visual equivalence, cookie walls, withdrawing consent) and
reviewed in the analysis, but not found to apply for any of the
participants’ designs.
Additionally, the third client scenario (Jobby) included a
request for a user’s religion and union membership. The GDPR
considers these two types of data of a special category of sensitive
data, and imposes strict additional requirements (e.g. lawful
condition, no other reasonable way of achieving purpose, limited
use in automated decision making) for the processing of this data
(European Parliament, Council of the European Union, 2016).
Whether these requirements can be satisfied by the application is
deeply contentious, and as such, the inclusion of said data types in
interfaces can be described as contentious as well.
Validating the designs against these guidelines (see top half
of Table 3), we conclude that a majority of designs violated the
requirement for listing all data processors. Planarr and Budget.
Me included third parties who served targeted advertisements
and purchased bulk user data, respectively. Few designs listed
these uses of data explicitly in their designs. While Jobby did
not include a third-party processor, nearly half of participants did
include requests for the previously described contentious data
in their designs. Lastly, eight designs featured opt-out consent,
violating the requirement for freely given and unambiguous
consent. A single design clustered multiple data types in such a
way that no consent could be given for them individually, which
violated purpose limitation.

UI Elements and Interactions
Additionally, all designs were analyzed for common and
uncommon UI design patterns. Particularly interesting (but
uncommon) positive patterns were identified, such as explicitly
showing (an example of) the data to be shared, independent user
ratings for privacy practices, indicators for the amount of risk
associated with sharing certain data types, drag-and-drop sorting
data types, and giving consent for individual data points. Various
other interaction styles such as chatbots, assistants, and Tinderstyle swiping cards signaling consent were also present in designs.
Negative novel approaches featured large checkmarks indicating
GDPR-compliance (most designs were in fact incompliant) or
opaque grouping of data types. These might be classified as dark
patterns in their own right—Gray’s Aesthetic Manipulation and
Hidden Information, respectively. This hints at a wider gamut of
Privacy UX issues than compliance alone.

Analysis of the Discussions
The resulting transcripts of the discussions were analyzed by one
researcher for recurring comments, friction, struggles, opinions,
and process thoughts. All non-discussion parts were excluded
from analysis. The researcher became familiar with the data
through manually transcribing and reviewing the discussions.
Individual excerpts were then coded, after which themes were
established that contained loosely grouped codes.
The themes were conceptually centered around the idea of
designing privacy-conscious consent. Hence, we established that
most themes loosely following the setup of the design review,
with the questions described at the end in Discussion Phase being
a major influence. The initial themes thus followed the ethical
mediation (Gray & Chivukula, 2019) that was at the center of
the speculative enactment. The preliminary themes were then
reviewed by a second researcher, after which a final set of themes
was established. These themes were then substantiated with
participant quotes.

Dark Patterns
Gray et al. establish a series of guidelines to recognize and
categorize dark patterns, based on earlier work by Brignull
(2011), broadly distinguishing five categories of dark patterns: (1)
nagging: redirection of expected functionality; (2) obstruction:
making a procedure more difficult than necessary; (3) sneaking:
hiding or disguising relevant information; (4) interface
interference: manipulation that privileges certain actions over
others; and (5) forced action: the requiring of an action to access
some functionality (Gray et al., 2018). All individual patterns
were evaluated against the submitted designs.
Firstly, Privacy Zuckering—tricking a user into sharing
more data than they intended to (i.e. forced action)—was
established in a majority of designs, especially in the first two
scenarios. This relates to the compliance issue of unmentioned
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GDPR

Data Sensitivity

Legislation, particularly the GDPR, affects new designs that are
being made, but who bears responsibility for implementing legal
boundaries in design? Who interprets what the GDPR means for
design practice, and are those people designers? There is room for
some interpretation in the GDPR, yet there is also an abundance
of clear requirements, particularly when it comes to consent. If
participants are not aware of these requirements, how can we
expect them to be followed? This was recognized by participants
when they found practical information to be lacking, or found
the provided information (the GDPR checklist) overwhelming.
Participants remarked that they were familiar with the law, but
not with how the practice related to design. In contrast, a minority
of participants (<5) were familiar with how the GDPR affected
UX Design.
On multiple occasions during the discussions phase,
participants were asked whether they felt their designs
conformed to the GDPR, based on their understanding and
available information. Most discussions centered on the use
of on-by-default or off-by-default toggles and switches, with
few participants initially realizing that their designs were not
compliant. Inconsistencies with design practice or even systems
practice were also pointed out by participants.

Some data, e.g. financial data, can be considered to be more or
less private than other types of data. Some types of data, such
as race and gender, are explicitly protected from processing by
the GDPR. How does this heterogenous sensitivity of data affect
designs? And who decides what is considered to be sensitive data?
As the analysis of the designs shows, opt-in and temporary
sharing increased in usage after the first scenario. The most
common explanation related to the sensitivity of data in the
second and third scenario, most notably for financial data, sex,
grades, and marital status. Participants also created measures that
addressed the sensitivity of these types of data, for instance by
adding explicit risk indicators or warnings.
Ares: [on financial data] I think it’s very private information. For
example, if you have a t-shirt on saying how much money you have
on your bank account. […] it would give some funny situations.
[…]
Hephaestus: There’s things I own [that] I don’t necessarily need
my parents to know.

Some participants took on user perspectives while reviewing their
designs and practices, and some took issue with the algorithmic
handling of some of the data.

Gaia: I think in my case I actually do fulfill most of them except
“we told individuals they could refuse consent without detriment”.
[…] In some cases, you do need that function, or that feature needs
that data.

Themis: […] if they search for one with certain skills, then it
shouldn’t matter what sex I am. It’s […] because I’m female. We
are often [disadvantaged because] of that.

Almost all participants were able to judge how their designs
affected end-user choice, with some even explicitly suggesting that
dark patterns be incorporated as a thought experiment. Moreover,
some participants were also aware of the complex nature of how
algorithms use data to make decisions, a key modern frustration
(Upchurch, 2018).

Thanatos: […] for instance, [the checklist] says “we use clear,
plain, easy to understand language”. Well that can be the case, but
if there are three pages of clear, plain, easy to understand language,
it can be that easy, but still, no one will read it.

Another set of remarks was made regarding the disconnect
between the law and current practice, particularly in cookie
consent screens:

Responsibility

Hephaestus: Frankly, I’ve seen looser consent pages after the
GDPR, so I think it’s fine. […] I’ve seen ones [that] are worse.

If designers have an influence on the side effects of their designs,
then what are the major drivers for making choices directly
related to these side effects? Moreover, where lies the allegiance
of a designer, and who is ultimately responsible for the design and
its implications?
On one end of the spectrum were designers who stressed
the individual designer’s responsibility for providing the end
user with an honest presentation at all times. They considered the
awareness of existing requirements and the implications of their
designs as an inherent aspect of designing, and acted accordingly.
There was an acknowledgement of privilege in raising these
issues with employers, and yet some emphasized that raising
these issues was the least that one could do.

Demeter: I agree.
Hephaestus: Right? If they’re working, then mine should work
too, right?
Researcher: So, is it then OK?
Hephaestus: By speculation, yes. Yeah.

This particular stance on the GDPR, namely, looking at what is
happening in the field instead of referring to the legal framework,
was shared by other participants (about one fifth). Despite
differing opinions on the GDPR, its enforcement, and whether
it was necessary to apply it to the work, nearly all participants
were eventually able to distinguish compliance when following
the provided checklist.

Chronos: As a UX Designer building for these systems, I take
no sympathy in it if you didn’t know. Because that is part of the
homework you do. […] people rely on it blindly. With that much
power comes responsibility.

Thanatos: I feel like the law should give me some kind of backup
as a designer. Since I try to do the right thing for the user.
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On the other end of the spectrum were participants who stressed
that the responsibility lies with the organization, and that designers
should stick to doing their jobs. They shared the belief that one
should change jobs if the values of an organization are misaligned
with one’s own values regarding individual responsibility.

One common topic was education, which makes sense
given the demographics of the participants. Some participants
said they would appreciate a course focused on the legal and
ethical aspects of design, and indicated that in the event that they
had already taken such a course, it was too generic to be applied
in practice.

Uranus: I don’t know if you need to put the responsibility with the

Another common theme was that there should be an
organization which provides the knowledge and tools (such
as a checklist) to help designers with Privacy UX issues. This
organization was imagined to be either an ‘authority’, i.e., a
governmental body at the national or European level, or a nonprofit, as envisioned in the ChoiceBox enactment. The latter
was mentioned often as a good source for this knowledge given
the tight coupling of policy to technology, creating actionable
design guidance.

designer. [...] speaking for myself, I would probably not do a deep
dive in the ethical implications of my design. [...] Of course, as a
designer, there is some ethics, but it is up to the company what they
can and cannot use in their operations.
Demeter: But I think you explicitly put us in it in a junior role […]
so I would say “do your job”, which is to get […] as much consent
as possible. So within that boundary, as a designer you should make
it as interesting as possible to get, as long as the people outside that
box agree with the boundaries that they set […], otherwise I would

A final theme was whether designers should be the ones
making legal judgements. While most participants found that, at a
surface level, this should be the responsibility of a legal department
within an organization, it was also clear that this would be unattainable
for smaller businesses or individual designers. Some participants
deferred responsibility for this legal judgement to the client.

say you would reject [the job].

Naturally, most participants took a more balanced and nuanced
stance towards responsibility, emphasizing both an awareness of
the implications of their designs, as well as the limits of a Junior
UX Designer’s agency.
Gaia: So I think honestly if I were just designing to pay the bills.

The Economic Value of Transparency

There is like, Okay. Yeah, this is a skill I have. So let’s use it and

Participants remarked that when asked how they would defend
their designs, being considered privacy-friendly has value for a
business, and might attract a larger userbase than a privacy-hostile
business. Participants argued that this is one way to rationalize
privacy-friendly designs in a commercial context.

the company wants this, so okay.

A particularly interesting discussion occurred regarding whether it
was okay to include warnings in a design as a means of indicating
a lack of comfort with a design, rather than just walking away:
Aphrodite: You could say “it’s not GDPR-compliant and thus we

Researcher: You have added three toggles before you can give

won’t do the job”, but then the job goes to a company with looser

permissions to use financial data. Why is that?

morals. I find that I am taking more responsibility by pointing out

Coeus: Because I know that the user cares. The user will not

the issues to an end-user. […] because otherwise the problem does

appreciate it being hidden away. I am convinced it is better to be

not become smaller in this world.

transparent about it, because you will gain trust with the user and

In the end, most participants agreed that while it is hard for a
designer to ‘change the world’, one can at least recognize and
point out issues with a design to employers and clients.

then they are more inclined to give access to their data.

Coupling between features and data in particular was
mentioned quite often in discussions as a mechanism for showing
the user that they have control over what happens with their data.
However, this approach does pose some questions as to whether this
practice would be compatible with the current reading of the GDPR.

Knowledge
If there are strict requirements, for instance via the GDPR,
that are part of the design process, who bears responsibility for
making sure these guidelines are followed? Is knowledge of these
guidelines required to be a UX designer?

Participants also used the argument of ‘sunk costs’ to
rationalize investing in Privacy UX: since companies must
comply anyway, they might as well do it right, and reap privacy
consciousness as a marketing benefit. Prior work in design,
marketing, and psychology supports this view: perceived online
privacy influences user behavior positively towards privacyaware businesses (Foxman & Kilcoyne, 1993; Tang et al., 2008;
Tsai et al., 2011; Udo, 2001).

Since the GDPR checklist was quite heavily used as
a reference during the design sessions, it is implied that at
least some sort of tool is required to help designers determine
compliance. Participants provided varying responses to questions
about whether they possessed the right knowledge to be able to
create UX designs.

Aether: I wonder if it’s allowed to positively stimulate to tick boxes.

Chronos: From a GDPR perspective I don’t know what’s legal [...],

Because I think that it could be very easy to sell this [as a designer] to

I don’t know if employers are allowed to ask that. [..] there are

Jobby, because they get the chance to incorporate a process that they

some things that just, could straight up be discriminatory…

likely see as a tedious requirement fully into their service.
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When summarizing these findings, we find participants naturally
addressing not only the designed product, but even more so
the process of design and its implications. We find examples
of practical problems as well as institutional issues that are an
inherent part of Privacy UX design. Consequently, we wonder
how we can foreground and resolve the presented dilemmas from
macro and micro perspectives.

in (commercial) practice. This characterizes Privacy UX as an
ethically complex issue as regards design. Fortunately, this offers
opportunities to challenge and change the Privacy UX status
quo, for instance through design leadership and evangelizing UX
practices to stakeholders and practitioners alike (Gray et al., 2015).

Discussion

For most participants in this research, choices were more attributable
to a lack of training and experience than ill intent. This means that
the design community will have to seek better ways of educating
modern designers about ethical issues, their responsibility, and
viable approaches in order to prepare them for the challenges of
daily design practice. Some participants mentioned having taken
ethics courses during their education, but found the content
misaligned with their practice, and ultimately ineffective.
We should create better tools for ethical education,
for which the ChoiceBox scenario could be used as a starter.
Engaging students through speculative enactments and scenarios,
and running them through lively experiences involving grey
areas in design, could help students explore their own ethical
boundaries, rather than being lectured on a black and white
perception of reality. It is key that individuals be confronted
with ethical challenges and realize that their intuitive judgements
may be insufficient to guide the ethical implications of their
designs. Under further pressure from the design status quo and
ill-intentioned stakeholders, they are finally given an opportunity
to reflect with more experienced sparring partners. This process
prepares students to recognize where their own ethical lines
should be drawn, and should reduce the likelihood that such lines
are crossed—in contrast to the existing process, which students
may find overwhelming. Gray, Chivukula et al. have previously
highlighted that “awareness [does] not consistently result in
ethically-sound decisions, underscoring the need for more
pragmatically-focused ethical training in computing education”
(2021, p. 237). We see ChoiceBox as a helpful starting point in
giving shape to such goals.
Lastly, extending the scope of design practice, designers
should also be aware of how data processing and algorithms affect
user experiences, particularly when the algorithm suggests the
possibility of enhancing current biases (Chen et al., 2019; Hajian
et al., 2016; Obermeyer & Mullainathan, 2019).

Ethical Knowledge and Experience in UX Design

We discuss the role of ethics in design and subsequently its
relation to experience and the knowledge required to make
ethics work in practice. Similarly, we discuss the knowledge and
interpretation that designers might require of the GDPR. Lastly,
we propose ways of disseminating this knowledge through tools
and experiences, such as the ones used in (or created for) this
research, and more broadly speaking, in design research.

(Un)Ethical Design
All participants have previously signed and are bound by the
Netherlands Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (Algra et
al., 2018), which is a code of ethics for students and researchers
that explicitly lists data processing and GDPR conformance as a
mandatory aspect of professional conduct. Thus, the participants
are required to create designs that take into account end-users’
best interests, and must be aware of the legal requirements
applicable to their designs (Algra et al., 2018, p. 28). It bears
noting, however, that such requirements often exist as formalities,
rather than being explicitly enforced.
This research shows that once participants are familiar
with previously identified issues, most can eventually assume
a position of critical judgement towards the legislation. This is
evidenced by the increasing adoption of opt-in throughout the
scenarios. Apart from this, some participants raised concerns about
the impact of algorithms and risks of data sharing. Participants
were retroactively able to describe whether their designs took
user interests to heart, while others chose not to do so in spite of
this knowledge (e.g., Demeter and Gaia in GDPR). The number
of compliance issues confirms this. Some participants offered
excuses as to why they were unable to act ethically, citing clients
who are unwilling to budge on requirements or a responsibility
to their employer to “do as they’re told”. However, justifications
such as “everyone’s doing it” or “we have to run a business” are
insufficient for unethical, incompliant, or illegal work. While
designers cannot be held universally responsible for unethical
designs, designing ethically (or at the very least remaining
compliant within the applicable legal frameworks) should be the
norm that each designer aspires to as a professional.
The inclusion of cues from a fictional design company
also demonstrates the ethical mediation acted out by the
individual designers. Despite the clearly fictional design context
of ChoiceBox, the participants engaged in unethical designs.
Considering that no pressure was applied to participants to design
incompliant designs, this effect could potentially be much larger
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Disseminating GDPR Knowledge among Designers
Governmental agencies, such as the Dutch Data Protection Authority,
offer more materials to help understand the GDPR (Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens, n.d.), but they focus on system perspectives,
not necessarily on UX. While practical advice is certainly helpful
is designing these interfaces, these tools tend to overlook the macro
perspectives on designing for privacy, e.g. the transparency and
consent that are the backbone of privacy by design.
Therefore, we conclude that there is a broad established
need to have accessible tools and resources for UX designers—
and perhaps even designers in general—that will allow them
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to navigate the legal and ethical implications of designs that
process data, from both macro and micro perspectives. This will
require careful consideration of these laws, given some practical
inconsistencies (e.g. applications that cannot run without some
data), while leaving room for promoting the values in the GDPR.
Given that the GDPR offers handles for designers when justifying
user-centered design decisions, there could be a greater focus
on it (or related laws) in design curricula and practice. Using
jurisprudence as a basis for incorporating values in design is an
active topic of research in HCI, and we see this as a welcome
addition to its practice (Kirkham, 2020).

The wording of the GDPR as well as the court hearings on UI
implementations (VZBV v. Planet49, 2019) put privacy firmly
in UX territory. Similar research has consistently made such
connections (Gray, Santos, et al., 2021; Utz et al., 2019). While
these obligations are less practical for most design practitioners
because of their formulation, translations from legalese to
design guidelines have been and continue to be made (Autoriteit
Persoonsgegevens, n.d.; Data & Marketing Association, 2017;
Schaub et al., 2018), mostly in the form of checklists. These works
are indispensable as all designers are confronted with privacy
issues in their work, most notably in the form of GDPR consent
notices. We also stress the relevance of recent research on bright
patterns (contrasting dark patterns), which highlights broader
alternatives to the Privacy UX status quo (Graßl et al., 2021).
At the same time, we must acknowledge that setting the
bar for privacy as low as what is required by law ignores the
role designers can play in addressing privacy issues, thus doing
them a grave injustice. Contrarily, the GDPR is full of values and
aspirations (e.g. privacy by design) for which design practice is
exceptionally positioned to support through means such as valuesensitive design (Cummings, 2006; Friedman, 1996) and co-design
(Steen, 2013; Steen et al., 2011), amongst other methods. While
the concept of human-centered design may have fallen out of favor
in recent years (Forlizzi, 2018), our inability to get simple consent
interactions right shows that designers need to better engage with
its principles. When it comes to tools that make Privacy UX work
more feasible, we strongly suggest going beyond the letter of the
law and targeting the values behind legislation such as the EU
GDPR, Brazil’s LGPD, Australia’s Privacy Amendment, Japan’s
Act on Protection of Personal Information, California’s CCPA,
and many others.
Similarly, we stress a recognition of responsibility on the
part of designers to care for the moral and legal obligations of
privacy. The design research tradition of speculation is especially
valuable. We contribute and recommend speculative enactments,
like ChoiceBox, as a way of confronting the legal and ethical
issues inherent in privacy in a lighthearted, open-ended fashion,
thus providing designers with experience in dealing with these
issues. Given the intensive involvement with the ChoiceBox
sessions, we specifically advocate for the inclusion of such tools
in design education as a means of preparing prospective designers
for privacy work in practice.
Lastly, handling privacy poorly is bad for business, with
incompliant data becoming a toxic asset in the near future.
Designers are in the best position to investigate what makes a
privacy-aware business work, e.g., through experimenting with
feasible business models through service design (Forlizzi &
Zimmerman, 2013). This particular suggestion has been made in
the context of HCI research and practice before, and we aim to
build upon it by providing further implementation details related
to Privacy UX. We call upon the HCI community to further
investigate which tools are necessary for improving the state of
Privacy UX, not only in the form of methods and guidelines, but
also in concrete use cases embedded in practice.

Role of Speculative Enactments
Another positive aspect of the use of speculative enactments was
its ability to prompt reflection on the part of the participants.
Multiple engagements with participants show a reversal of their
initial positions or a distancing from previous designs (such as
Ares and Themis) after confronting certain issues. Some even
used the canvas provided by ChoiceBox to comment on privacy
on a more institutional level, seeing ChoiceBox as a potential
institutional entity focused on resolving the practical legal and
ethical issues that the designers encountered.
Enacting a speculative portrayal of designing for consent
helps designers explore the grey areas in which designers work,
rather than resorting to a black and white picture of ethics. This
quality has been noted before by Wong et al. in a similar approach
using design workbooks (Wong et al., 2017), but also in the use
of speculative enactments with professionals and designers, thus
prompting institutional reflection in the field of HCI.
In this respect, we see ChoiceBox as a tool through which
designers engage with their preconceptions about what privacy
means for them and how they deal with it. The speculative nature
of ChoiceBox mediates and moderates this challenge precisely
because of the ambiguity inherent in determining how privacy
should be handled in design. Moreover, as an ethical mediation,
ChoiceBox facilitates personal and institutional reflection that
precedes change.
As far as success factors for a Privacy UX speculative
enactment are concerned, we see particular value in specific
requirements described by Elsden et al (Elsden et al., 2017). We
view diegetic work (i.e. materials and circumstances) as crucial
for participants to meaningfully engage with the premise of the
enactment, and we see potential for improving on ChoiceBox
in many ways (e.g. situation in an office, involvement with
stakeholders, actual prototypes, etc.). In this respect, we also value
(un)intentionally incorporating conflict in the constructed future
(e.g. how did ChoiceBox end up extensively processing commercial
consent requests and what are the consequences?), given that such
conflicting situations and values characterize the present as well.
Finally, we highlight the value of group discussions in the afterglow
(Lindley et al., 2014) of the enactment. Having participants discuss
implications of designing for consent is much more valuable in
the context of choices they made, rather than choices they could
possibly make, in a time and space far away from now.
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Limitations

would like to thank both Arnout Terpstra (SURF) and Renee
Noortman (TU/e) for their involvement in shaping the ideas that
are expressed here; we have greatly enjoyed your expertise in
designing for privacy and design fiction, respectively. Further
thanks for reviewing this piece go out to Joep Frens, Yaël van
Engelen, and Seiji Bernabela. Finally, we thank the reviewers at
IJDesign for their valuable feedback and thoughtful remarks.

While the participant group was quite diverse in terms of experience
and UX design expertise, the group was more homogenous in
terms of age (18-32), and the surveyed population was native to the
Netherlands. The stencil and template used in the study might have
limited and influenced participant behavior and designs. As the use
of the stencil was optional, and the included elements are deemed
standard, we consider this influence to be small, especially given
that some participants created UI elements which deviated from
the stencil. More generally, the practice of speculative enactments
usually calls for appropriate settings, materials, and cultural probes
(Elsden et al., 2017). However, in view of the goals of the design
sessions—namely the ethical and legal aspects of Privacy UX—
we decided to focus our efforts on the scenario, rather than props
and environments, even though they may have contributed to a
more immersive experience. Furthermore, the design tasks were
quite short (7-8 minutes per task). While other researchers often
take longer for such tasks (e.g. 45 minutes (Gray, Chivukula, et
al., 2021)), we saw value in keeping tasks short in order to allow
participants time for discussion and reflections between design
tasks, and we consequently designed tools that made such short
design iterations possible. Additionally, not all participants may
have treated the exercise seriously given its speculative nature.
This may have resulted in designs that deliberately tested limits.
Although this might seem to counteract the purpose, as a matter of
fact, it does not: deliberately testing boundaries can be a powerful
way to better understand the boundaries themselves and creatively
explore them in the process. Lastly, the group-focused discussion
might have favored more vocal members. This risk was taken
deliberately to encourage the joint reflection that is, perhaps, the
hallmark of ethical mediation.
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